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This invention relates to automatic self-regu- ' 
lating tra?ic control. systems and more particu 
larly to a system for controlling vehicular trailic 
at highway intersections. A tra?ic control sys 

5 tem embodying my invention is not limited in its 
use to the regulation of highway tra?ic but may 
be employed with equal facility at any intersect 
ing 'traf?c lanes wherein it is desired to auto 
matically regulate the passage of tra?lc through 
the intersection by the presence of vehicles de 
siring to use the intersection. Such a system 
may be employed at railway crossings where it is 
desired to operate any convenient warning signal. 

v One fault of the ordinary “stop” and “go” in 
stallation employing signals for street tra?ic con 
trol, and regulated by a timing device which ex 
hibits the signals in a periodic sequence without 
regard to traffic conditions, is that it frequently 
happens that the stop signal is turned against 
moving vehicles, in order to give the right of way 
to the tra?lc on the intersecting street when 
there are‘ no waiting vehicles thereon. Another 
fault with such ordinary timed systems is that 

_ the right of way is retained on a street longer 
,0 than required, causing vehicles on the .other 

street to wait needlessly. These conditions need 
lessly delay traffic, and cause congestion at inter 
sections. - 
' The primary object of my invention is to pro 
vide a self -regulating tra?ic control system which 
shall be mechanically dependent upon actual 
.volume and distribution'of tra?ic. This object , 
is accomplished by providing a mechanical sys 
tem of traffic control which shall function in ,l 
response to the particularcondition of tra?ic' 
?ow, and operate the desired signal in response 
to the actual volume and distribution of tra?ic 
rather than upon anygarbitrary time setting. 
A further object of my invention is to provide a 

system of tra?ic control wherein an indicating 
signal is operated by the tra?lc through a timing 
mechanism, by the timing mechanism itself, or 
by both, in such a way: ' 

1. That right of way is given successively to sev 
7 eral~ tra?ic lanes in an order which maybe pre- 
determined but in such a way that the length of 
time which one lane retains the right of way’ is 
dependent upon either the approach of vehicles 
in said lane, upon the approach of vehicles in one 
or more other lanes, or upon both. 

2. That a tra?ic lane which does not require 
the right of waycannot hold it to the disad 
vantage of one which does. 

_ 3. That a vehicle whose progress is prevented 
5" by a‘continuous stream of opposing tramc may 
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not be required to wait more than a fixed period 
of time, but that within this period is given right 
of way for as long as required for itself and fol- I 
lowing vehicles up to the aforementioned time 5 

' limit. 

4. That interfering lanes of tra?lc shall not be 
permitted to hold the right of way simultane 
ously. - 

5. That a vehicle which has passed the actu 
ating means is protected againstv opposing tra?ic 
for a period of time suflicient to permit the said 
vehicle to pass the intersection of the tra?lc 
lanes. I 

6. That a vehicle which approaches an inter 
section on any lane of tra?lc is given immediate 
right of way on condition and only on condition 
that there be no opposing traffic in or immedi 
ately approaching the intersection. 

7. That when a vehicle is not given immedi 
ate right of way or has right of way taken from 
it before it has had sufficient time to reach the 
intersection, the system will be left in such a 
condition that right of way will return to the 
delayed car at the earliest possible moment. 

8. That continuous vehicular'tra?lc in one lane 
is periodically interrupted to allow pedestrians to 
cross this lane even in the absence of vehicular 
tra?ic in the lane of the pedestrians. - 

9. That when the signal means and timing sys- ' 
tem is disconnected from the tra?lc actuated 

of way is given successively to the 
various traffic lanes according to a predetermined 
sequence and each for a predetermined time in 

terval, _ > 

10. That by simple adjustments in the system, 
all ?xed time intervals and responses to tra?ic 
in various lanes may be adjusted to meet vari 
ous distributions and densities of tra?ic. 

Other objects will be more manifest by refer 
ence to the following speci?cation and drawings 
and speci?cally set forth in the claims. 
In the drawings: » ' . ' 

Fig. l is a diagrammatic view showing a high 
way intersection employing a signal system em, 
bodying my invention. . 

Fig.2 is a diagrammatic view showing the cir- _ 
cuits of an apparatus for operating the signal at 
intersecting tra?ic lanes. 

Fig. 2a is an across the line arrangement 
Fig. 2. , ' ' ’ 

Fig. 3 is a detail view showing a section of a 
vehicle actuated contact device. . 

Fig. 4 is a wiring diagram for two cont-act de 
vices in a traffic lane, and located at opposite 
sides .of the intersection. 
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. a ?ow of gas or liquid 

A self-regulating automatic tramc control sys 
tem embodying my invention comprises three 
parts, a vehicle indicator placed in or at the side 
of the road, an electrical time ‘limiting control 
system, and a signal device to indicate right of 
way to tramc. The function of the indicating 
device is such that a vehicle approaching the 
intersection of two or more traffic lanes actuates 
an electrical control circuit. The function of 
the electrical time limiting control system is to 
receive actuation produced by the vehicle and 
to pass this actuation on either instantly or after 
the passage of some timed period to the signal 
means which shall then warn the vehicle either 
to stop or shall give it the right of way. The 
Signal means to inform the tra?ic in each street 
when to go and when to stop my be 

and green lights now in general 
use, and these are mentioned in this description, 
but other means such as semaphore arms, horns, 
or bells or any other signal means may be used 
with equal facility. The vehicle actuated means 
may be of several types as hereinafter men 
tioned: ' 

One means actuated by the approaching ve~ 
hicle may be of a mechanical nature such as a 
mechanical switch located in the street or at the 

and electrical contact being 
made upon passage of the vehicle. ' _ 

Another means for detecting and recording the 
presence of an approaching vehicle may be any 
beam of light projected across the highway and 
received upon a photo-electric or light sensitive 
electric cell so that an approaching vehicle causes ' 
an interruption or ?uctuation in an 
current passing through 
photo-electric cell. . 

An electromagnetic device located in the street 
or at the side of the street may also be arranged 
in such a manner that an approaching vehicle 
shall actuate the device to interrupt an electric 
circuit. 
The approaching vehicle may be caused to pass 

over a ?exible tube placed across the highway, 
said tube containing a' gas or a liquid. The ve 
hicle crossing this tube could either interrupt 

within the tubethereby 
causing a mechanical switch to actuate the elec 
trical circuit, or it might operate the mechanical 
switch merely through the accompanying change 

electrical 
the light sensitive or 

of pressure in-a static gas or liquid in the ?exible ' 
tube. . 

The time limit control circuit operates as fol 
lows: Assume that there are no vehicles ap 
proaching on the intersecting streets designated 
by A and B; a yellow signallight appears in both 
streets. A- vehicle approaching from A-street 
now operates the A-street actuating means and 
contact relays immediately close the circuit, thus 
lighting theA-street-green and the B-street-red 
lights and simultaneously extinguishing the yel 

_ low lights in both streets. A-street now has the 

05 
a the following conditions: 

right of way. The device provides for relinquish 
ing the A-street green light under any one of 

1. WhenA-street traffic has all passed the in 
tersection. . 

2. If A-street tramc is still moving at the end 
of a predetermined period (such as 30 seconds) 
the green light is yielded to permit pedestrians 
to'cross A-street. 

3; If A-street trailic is still moving at the end 
of the 30 second period and vehicles arewaiting 
on B-street, the A-street green light is yielded ‘ 
in favor of Bistreet. 

the stand- - 

' to A-street. If there is no 
either street the lights in both streets continue ‘ 
to show yellow until a vehicle approaches. Right 
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These limitations on the period during which 

A-street may hold the green light, are controlled 
by suitable time limit relays hereinafter de— 
scribed. 
‘Provision to yield the A-street green light 
whenever the A-street tra?lc has passed the in 
tersection (case 1 above) is made through the 
use of a time limit relay set to open» the A— 
street-green and the B-street-red light circuit, 
after said relay has been continuously energized 
for a predetermined period, as for example, 10 
seconds. This relay is set back to its starting 
position at each time a vehicle operates the A 
street actuating means. Hence if a small num 
ber of vehicles requiring the ‘use of this interr 
section for only a short period is present on A 
street this relay will function to yield the green 
light 10 seconds after the last vehicle has passed 
the A-street actuating means. The ri-street 
green and the B-street red lights will now be 
extinguished and a yellow light again shows in 
both/streets. If, on the other hand A-street traf 
lie is continuous the 10 second relay is constantly 
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set back to its startingv position; thus preventing ' 
it from interrupting the A-street-green and the 
B-street_red light circuit. Under these condi 
tions another time limit relay set for a prede 
termined period, say a thirty second period, func 
tions.’ vThe action of this relay is described in 
the next paragraph. _ 

To provide for case 2 mentioned above, in 
which continuous traffic on A-street must Ibe in 
terrupted to permit pedestrians to cross A-street, 
another time limit relay set to open the A-street 
green and the B-street red light circuit is con 
nected so that it will be energized when A-street 
is’ given the green light. 
back to its starting point by vehicles passing the 
A-street actuating means. Hence it yields the 
right'of way held by A-street 30 seconds after 
said right of way was given, unless the ten sec 
ond relay had previously functioned due to the 
cessation of A-street traf?c. _ ' 

The combined effect of these, time limit relays 
causes A-street to hold the green light for the 
full 30 second period ‘only if tra?lc on A-street 
requires it, yielding said light before the 30 sec 
ond period expires if all the A-street traffic has 
passed the intersection. 
The control circuit is 

A-street has yielded the green light under any 
of the above outlined conditions a yellow light 
is shown in both streets during a caution period. 
After the caution period waiting traffic deter 
mines which street is to get the right of way. 
If tra?ic waits‘ on both streets, that on B-street 
is given the green light. If there is waiting 
traffic on A-street only, the green light reverts 

of way is then given immediately to the ap 
preaching vehicle. In the next paragraph this 
is expressed in terms of. the functioning of the 
actual apparatus. ‘ > 

If at the end of this yellow caution period, 
‘ vehicles have operated the B-street actuating 
means since 10 seconds before said street last lost 
the right of way, the green light is given to B 
street. If on-the other hand no vehicles have ' 
operated the B-street actuating means since 10 
seconds before B-s'treet last lost the green light, 
and vehicles have operated the A-street actuating 
means since 10 seconds before A-street last lost 

so arranged that when ' 

25 
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This relay is not set‘ 
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trafl‘ic waiting on ' 

the green light, right of way returns to A-street- '15 
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‘ effect of a wheel passing over a ramp in A-street - after the yellow caution period. If the actuating 

means in neither street has been operated since 
10 seconds before said street last lost the green 
light, the yellow lightslwill remain lighted on both 
streets until a_ vehicle approaches. Right of way 
is then immediately given to an approaching ve; 
hicle on either. street. 
A vehicle might approach the intersection vfrom 

A-street during the last few seconds of A-street’s 
30 second period. .The light might shift after said 
vehicle had crossed the actuating means but 
before it had crossed the intersection thereby 
stranding said vehicle between the actuating 
means and the crossing. To permit a vehicle so 
stranded to pass as soon as possible'the circuit 
is so arranged that the operation of the A-street 
actuating means during the 10 seconds directly 
preceding the yielding of the A-street green light 
(when yielded by the 30 second relay only) causes 
the green light to revert .to A-street at the first 
opportunity thereby releasing the stranded ve 
hicle. For-this reason, the phrase in the preced 
ing paragraph is worded “since 10 seconds before 
said street last lost the green light.” 
In this description time limit relays operating 

to limit the period during which'A-street may 
hold the right of way were mentioned. Another 
set similar to that used to govern A-street would 
be provided to govern B-street when B-street 
should have the right of way. Their operation is 
just as that described in the case of the A-street 
relays. _ ' ' 

There is included in the relay system a pair of 
time limit relays set to operate after they have 
been energized for a predetermined interval, for 
example, 2 seconds.‘ The function of these relays _ 
is to govern the length of the cautionary period 

_ between the red and green light period. 
While I have described above a self-regulat 

ing automatic tra?ic control system embodying 
my invention, and have shown that this inven 
tion is-comprised of three main interconnected 
parts, I now describe in detail the construction 
of one complete and speci?c system embodying 
my invention. Referring to Fig. l of the draw 
ings there ‘is shown a complete self-regulating au 
tomatic tra?ic control system applied to inter 

_ secting streets Aand B. The vehicle actuated 
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means are indicated by numbers 4, I, 0. and 1. 
The signalmeans in this particular embodiment 
is indicated at 9, and contains a red and a green 
electric lamp visible from either direction on A 
street butnot visible on B-street; a red and a 
green electric lamp visible from either direc 
tion on B-street, but not visible from A-street: 
and a yellow electric 'lamp visible ‘from both 
streets. Energy is supplied to these electric 
.lamps through the wires entering 9 as will be 
more completely described later. , 
The electrical time limiting control is indicated 

by 8. Fig. 1. Wires l0. II_ and I 2' interconnect 
the A-street vehicle actuated means. while wires 
I0, II, and I2 also connect these two means to 
the electrical time limiting control. Wires I3’, 
l4 and I5. interconnect the vehicle actuated 
means on B-street, while wires I3, I4, and I5 also 
connect these two means to the electrical time 
limiting control. Figure 3 shows a vehicle actu 
ated ‘means constructed according to this partic 
ular embodiment, and numbers 90, 9|; 92, and 93 
indicate electrical contacts, which are so arranged 
that when a vehicle passes over the ramp arm 
I04, this ramp and is pushed down, pivoting at 
I03, so that contacts 90 and 9| are separated and 
contacts Hand 93 are brought together. ‘The 

3 

is to open the circuit between wires II and I2 
by separating contacts 90 and 9|,and then make 
a circuit between wires l0 and II by contact 
between 92 and 93. When the wheel has passed, 
spring I03’ causes arm I04 to rise separating con 
tacts >92 and 93 thereby opening the circuit be 
tween wires l0 and II and re-establishes contact a I 
between 90 and 9| thereby re-establishing con-3 
nection between wires H and I2 through contacts 
94 and.95 on the- other ramp on A-street. Fig. 4 
indicates the way in which the two vehicle actu 
ated means on any one street are interconnected 
in this embodiment of my invention. Contacts 06 
and 91 parallel 92' and 93 and contacts 94 and 95 
are in series with 90 and SI. Thus actuation of 
either ramp produces the same effect on the 
circuits. Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a, which disclose iden 
tical apparatus and circuits, show the construc 
tion and wire arrangement in-detail of an elec 
trical time limiting control which is constructed 
according to this particular embodiment, and in 
dicates also the electrical connections of the sig 
nal means, as well as a vehicle actuated means 
for each street. In Figs. 2 and 2a,, 89 (Y) is a 
yellow light visible from both streets, 83 (3G) is 
a green light visible'from B-street, 84 (AR) is a 
-red light visible from A-street, 85 (AG) is a green 
light visible from A-street, 86 (BR) is a red light 
visible from B street. Ramp arms I04 and I04’ 
with their associated contacts represent vehicle 
actuated means on A-street and B-street respec 
tively. _ 

The control system includes the following re 
lays: instantaneous operating contacts relays 26, 
21, 34, 35 and .36; oil dash-pot relays 28 and 29 
arranged to operate their armatures 30 seconds 
after their coils are energized; oil dash-pot relays 

- 30 and 3| arranged to operate their armatures 10 
seconds after their coils'are energized; and oil 
dash-pot relays 32 and 33 arranged to operate 
their armatures 2 seconds after their coils are 
energized. All of the .oil dash‘ pot relays release 
their armature immediately upon deenergization. 
The apparatus in the-left half of Figs. 2 and 2a 
controls the display of the A-street green signal 
85 and the B-street red signal 86. That in the 
right half controls the display of the .B-street 
green signal 83 and the A-street red signal .84. 
These two groups of apparatus are interconnected 
in such a way as to prevent the simultaneous dis 
play of the green signals on both streets but to 
permit the green signal on either street to be 
displayed in response to tra?ic or by cyclic oper 
ation as will be more fully explained later. Fur 
thermore these groups cooperate to display-a 
yellow signal to both streets between changes 
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in the green signal display as will be explained . 

later. I 

Power from a suitable source is supplied 
through wires HI and H6, the former wire 
being designated positive and the latter nega 
tive for convenience in referring to 'them. 
(tomorrow I.-Referring> to Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a 

of the drawings-the wiring diagram shows the 
connections arranged for the operation'of the sys 
tem when the yellow light is ‘visible from both 
streets in absence of tra?ic on either street. ' 
_CASE I.—Single vehicle approaching from A 

street.-As‘sume a vehicle approaches on A street _ 
and actuates ramp 5, depressing bar I04, thereby 
opening contacts 90 and‘ BI and closing contacts 
92 and 23. The bar I04‘ may be any portion of a 
contact device and is shown as a lever pivoted 
about point I03 and held in position by ‘a spring 

60 
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I83' (see Fig. 3)‘. Contacts 82 ‘and 83 having 
been engaged, relay 26 is energized through the 
circuit including wires I2l and H8, switch I81, 
wire I I, contacts 82 and 83, wire I8, switch I81, 
wire I38, the coil of relay 26 and wires III' and 
H6. In Fig. 2 wire III’ connects with wire II6 
through wire III. Armatures 45 and 48 of relay 
26 are now moved into their operated position. 
The engagement of armature 45 with contact 46' 
completes a holding circuit supplying positive 
power to the coil of relay 26 so that this relay 
will remain energized after the vehicle has passed 
ramp 5 and permitted contacts 82 and 93 to sepa 
rate again. This holding circuit includes wire 
I48, armature 45, contact 46, wires H2 and I5I., 
contact 6i, armature 58 and wires i 26 and I2I. 
The engagement of armature 48 with contact 

58 energizes relay 34 through a circuit including 
wires H6 and HI, armature 48 and contact 58, 
wires H1 and H8, armature 88 and contact 88 of 
relay 36, wire I11, switch I85, wire N8, the 
coil of relay 38, wire I28, switch I85, wire I48, 
contact 61, armature 65, and wires I6I and I2I. 
‘The armatures 1i and 11 of relay 34 now assume 
their operated positions. ' ‘ 

The separation of armature ‘II from contact 12 
extinguishes the yellow signal 88 which had been 
energized through wires I2I and I42, armature 
‘II, contact 12, wire I43, signal 88, wire I46, con 
tact 15, armature 14 of relay 35 and wires I48 
and H6. 
The engagement of armature H with contact 

13 energizes the A street green signal 85 and the 
13 street red signal 86 through wires I2I and I42, 
armature 1I, contact 13, wire I44, signals 85 and 
86 in parallel, wires 81 and I I6. ' - 

The engagement of armature 11 with contact 
18 completes a second holding circuit supplying 
positive power to the coil of relay 26. This cir 
cuit includes ‘wire I48, armature 45 and contact 
46 of relay 26, wires I I2 and I5I,.contact 18, arma 
ture 11 and wires I22 and I2I. The purpose oi’ 
.this second holding circuit is to cause relay 26 to 
remain energized while relay 34 remains ener 
gized even though the ?rst traced holding circuit 
for relay 26 may be opened by the separation of 
armature 58 from-contact 6| of relay 38 which 
will occur under circumstances to be explained 
later in these speci?cations. ‘ . 

The separation of armature 11 from contact 18 
of relay 34 deenergizes relay 33 which had been 
energized through a circuit including wires I2I. 
and I22, armature 11, contact 18, wire I21, the 
coil of relay,33, wire I58, armature 51 and con 
tact 58 of relay 28, wire I58, contact 63 and 
armature 62 of relay 3| and wires I23 and H6. 
Armature 68 of relay 33 now assumes its un— 

operated position. The separation of armature 
68 from contact 18 assures that relay 35 will re 
main deenerglzed, with the B street green signal 
consequently also deenerglzed, until relay 33 
again operates which can occur only after the 
A street green signal has been extinguished and 

I a period of yellow caution signal display has fol 
lowed. - 

The engagement of armature 68 with contact 68 
energizes timing relays 28 and 38. The circuit 
through which relay 28 is energized includes wire 
I2I, switch point 24 and switch I8, ‘wire I32, the 
coil of relay 28, wires I15 and I24, contact 68, 
armature 68 and wires .I68 and H6. The circuit 
through which relay 38 is energized includes wires 
H6 and I68, armature 68, contact 68, wires I24 
and I16, the coil of relay 38, wire I38, switch I81, 
wire I2, contacts 88 and 8I associated with ramp 
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arm 5 in A street, wire‘ I I, switch I81 and wires 
H8 and I2I. ' . . 

Relays 28 and 38 thereupon begin to time their 
periods. If no other vehicle approaches from A 
street and contacts 88 and 8I consequently remain 
in continuous engagement, relay 38 will be con 
tinuously energized. At the end of its time 
period, assumed here to be 10 seconds-relay 38 
will operate to terminate the A street green signal 
display as follows. The separation of armature 
58 from contact 68 opens the circuit energizing 
the coil of relay 32. This circuit included Wires 
I2I, and I26, armature 58, contact 68, wire “3, 
contact 56, armature 55, wire I I4, the coil of relay 
32, wire II5, contact 82, armature 88 and wires 38 
and II 6. 
Armature 65 of relay 32 now separates from' 

contact 61 and make contact with 66 thereby de 
energizing relay 34 and through wire I 25 ener 
gizing relays 28 and 3i. The circuit for relay 28 
includes wire II6, switch point 25 and switch I9, 
wire I55, the coil of relay 28, wires I14 and I25, 
contact 66 and armature 65 and wires IN and 
I2I. Positive power is supplied to the coil of 
relay 3I through the same circuit which feeds the - 
left coil terminal of relay 28 since wire I25 con 
nects with both wire I13 and wire I14. Relay 3| 
gets negative power through wire I88, switch I88, 
wire‘ I3, contacts I33 and I34 associated with 
ramp arm I84’, wire I4, switch I88'and wires I12 
and H6. The deenergization of relay 34 causes 
armature H to break from lcontact 13 and make 
contact with 12, thereby extinguishing green light 
85 and red light 86 and lighting the yellow light 
88. When relay 34 is de-energized, armature 11 
breaks from contact 18 and makes contact with 
19. Breaking contact. 18 opens the holding cir 
cuit and releases the armature of relay 26, thus 
dropping it back to its normal unoperated posi 
tion. The other holding circuit for relay 26, 
previously vmentioned, is open due to‘ the sepa 
ration of armature 58 from contact 6 I of relay 
38. Armature 11 making contact with 18 ener 
gizes relay 33 through a previously traced circuit. 
Two seconds after relay 33 is energized, armature 
68 breaks from contact 68 thereby de-energizing 
relays 28 and 38 and makes contact 18. The de 
energizing of relay 28 has no effect on the circuit 
inasmuch as it had not been energized continu 
ously for 30 seconds. The release of relay 38 
causes armature 58 to make contact with “and 
H thereby energizing relay 32 from wire I 26 
through its previously traced circuit, which, after 
2 seconds, causes armature 65 to break from con 
tact 66 thereby de-energizing relays 28 and 3| 
and make contact with 61. The de-energizing of 
relays 28 and 3| has no e?ect on the circuit, inas 
much as neither had been energized long'enough 
to operate. A yellow light is now shown in both 
streets and the entire system has returned to its 
original condition. _ . 

Cass II.—C0ntinu0us tra?ic on A-street with 
‘no tra?icon B-street.—If in the preceding op 
eration no cars had approached the intersection 
from B street, but vehicles had approached on 
A street each actuating an A street ramp either 
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5 or 1 within 10 seconds ‘of the previous actua- 7' 
tion of either ramp thereby breaking the coil 
circuit of_ 10 second relay 38 at contacts 88 and 
8| and so preventing the operation of relay 38, 
then armature 58 would have maintained a con 
tinuous-contact with 68 and 6|, thus preventing 
10 second relay 38 from causing the circuit to 
operate as in Case I so as to extinguish‘ green 
light 85 showing in A street and red light 88 

70 
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showing in B street, and in addition providing 
that current ?ow through the coil of relay 23, 
through armature 45 and contact 43 even after 
armature 11 shall have broken contact from 13. 
The purpose of thisis brought out later. The 
30 second time-limit relay 23 which was ener 
gized through its previously traced circuit at 
the same time that 10 second relay 33 was ener 
gized, breaks the circuit between armature 55 
and contact 53 30. seconds after it is energized, 
thereby releasing the 2-second time limit vrelay 
32. Armature 35 breaks from contact 31 thereby 
interrupting the current operating relay 34. Ar 
mature 1I breaks contact from 13 and makes 
contact with 12 thereby extinguishing green ?ght 
35 showing in A street and red light 33 showing 
in B street, and lighting the yellow light 33. 
Armature 11 breaks from contact 13 but in this 
particular case does not interrupt the current 
operating relay 23 because of the fact that said 
current is supplied through contacts 53 and 3I 
on relay 33 which are connected in parallel with 
contacts 11 and 13. The fact that relay 23 
therefore remains energized causes lights 35 and 
33 to show after yellow light 33 has been lighted 
for 4 seconds as is explained in detail in the 
subsequent discussion, thus returning the right 
of way to A street after giving pedestrians'a 4 
second period in which to cross A street. The 
actual operation of the circuit to produce this 
e?ect is as follows. Armature 11‘ connects with 
contact 13, thereby energizing the. 2 second time 
limit relay 33 as before described.~ Two seconds. 
after relay 33 is energized armature 33 vbreaks 
from contact 33 thereby opening the circuit to 
relays 23 and 33 through wire I24, whereupon 
armature 55 makes contact with '53, thereby 
energizing 2 second relay 32. Two seconds after 
relay 32 is energized, armature 35'makes con 
"tact with 31, thereby energizing relay 34 where 
upon armature 1I breaks from contact 12 thus 
extinguishing the yellow light and makes con 
tact with 13 thus lighting the A street green 
light 35 and‘ the B street red light 33. This cycle 

' of operations repeats as long as vehicles operate 
either ramp in A street within intervals of 10 . 
seconds and none operate a ramp in B street. 

- In the event that vehicles iailto operate either 

' and contact 43, wires I3I and I52, contact 34,. 

A street ramp within an interval of’ 10 seconds, 
the subsequent operation is as described in 
Case I. '- ' _ ‘ 

Cass IIL-One vehicle on A street followed 
within 10 seconds by one vehicle on B street. 
Under this condition, the circuit operates as in 
Case I with the following changes. When relay 
34 is de-energized through the breaking of armaé ' 
ture 35 from contact 31, armature 11 makes con 
tact with 13. A vehicle operates either ramp ,4 
or 3 in B street which causes current to ?ow 
through the coil of relay 21. The contacts of 
ramps 4 and 3 control relay 21 just as contacts 
in ramps 3 and 1 control relay 23, and they con 
trol‘relay 3I just as contacts in ramps 5' and 1 
control relay 33. The actuation of ramp 3 causes 
‘contacts I53 and I54 to engage thus energizing 
relay 21 through a circuit including wires I I3 and 
I12, switch I33, wire I4, contacts I53 and ‘I34. \ 
wire I5, switch I33, wire I53, thev coil of relay 
21 and wires I33’ and I2I. In Fig. 2 wire I33’ 
connects with wire I2I through wire I33. Re 
.lay_ 21 is now held in the operated position by 
current ?owing through‘ wire I51, armature 41 

armature 32 and wires I23 and H3. 11 making contact with 13 energizes relay 33 

5 
through contacts 51,. u, u, and :2. Two soc 
onds alter relay 33 is energized, armature ‘33 
makes contact with 13 thereby operating relay 
35 through wires II3 and I33, armature 33, con 
tact 13, wire I53, switch I33, wire I33, the coil 

_ of relay 35, wire I32, switch I33, wire I23, con- ' 
tact IIII, armature I33, wires I23 and I31, con 
tact >53, armature 52, and wires I33_and I2I. 
The separation of armature 33 from contact 33 
deenergizes relays 23 and 33. Relay 33 which 
has been operated now assumes its unoperated 
‘condition. The operation of relay 35 causes ar 
mature 14 to break contact from 15 thus ex 
tinguishing the yellow light and to make contact 
with 13 thereby lighting the green light 33 on 
B street and red light 34 on A street. The cir 
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cuit for theB street green and the A street red ' 
light ‘includes wire 33, lamps 33 and 34 in parallel, 
wire I41, contact 13, armature '14 and wires I43 - 
and H3. Thus the e?ect has been that > the 
vehicle in A street has retained the right of way 
for 10 seconds and at the end or this 10 second 
period, the signal has gone through the cau 
tionary yellow period 
of way on B street. ~ 5 

' When relay 35 was energized armature 33 
broke the circuit with contact 32 and made con 
‘tact ,with 3|. Breaking or the circuit between 
33 and 32 causes relay 32 to remain ale-energized 
after armature 53 has made contact with 33 

20 

to an‘indication of vright " 
25 

and 3|. When relay 32 was originally deener- _ 
gized by the separation of armature 59 from 
contact 33, as explained in Case I, armature 35 
made contact with 33 thereby energizing time 
limit relays 23 and 3I the circuits for which 
have been traced previously. Ten seconds after 
relay 3I was' energized, due to the fact that 
neither ramp in 13 street had been operated by a 
second vehicle, which would have de-energized 
relay 3|, armature 32 breaks contact with 33 
'and 34 thereby de-energizing relay 33 thus per 
mitting armature 33 to break contact from 13 
and make contact with 33. The breaking of the 
circuit between 33 and 13 de-energized relay 35, 
thus breaking contact between 14 and 13 there 
by extinguishing green light, 33 and red light 34 
and making contact between 14 and 15 thus 
lighting the yellow light 33. The separation of 
armature 133 from contact 3| deenergizes relay 
21 which ‘had been energized through a, circuit 
including wires H3 and 33, armature 33, contact 
3I, wires I52 and I3I, ‘contact 43, armature 41, 
wire‘ I51, the coil of relay 21 and wires I33’ and 
I2I. In Fig. 2 wire I33’ connects with wire I2I 
through wire I33. Armature 33 in making con 
tact with 32 energizes the 2 second relay 32 
through contacts 55, 53, 33- and 53 on'relays 23 
and 33.- Two seconds after relay 32 is energized 
armature 33 makes contact 31 and breaks from ; 
contact 33 therebyde-energizing time limit re 
lays 23 and 3I. In as much as relay 23 had not 

its 
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been energized for a su?icient length of time to _' I 
operate its armature, it has not acted to con 

. trol the circuit. The de-‘energizing oi.’ relay 3| -' 
permits armature 32 to make contact with 33 
and 34 thereby energizing relay 33, through ar 
mature 11 and contact-413. Two seconds after 

Irelay 33 is energized, armature 33 breaks from 
33 thereby de-energlzing relays 23 and 33' and 
makes contact with '13 so that relay -35 operates 
immediately when relay :21 is energized. -The 
circuit has now completed its cycle and has re 
turned to the condition atthe beginning of Case 
‘I, and as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 2a. 
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Case IV.-—C‘ontinuous tra?'ic on A street with 

one vehicle waiting on B street-Under these 
conditions, the circuit operates as outlined in 
Case II until a vehicle operates one of the ramps ' 
in B street. The opening of the circuit between 
contacts 55 and 58 which occurs 30 seconds after 
relay 28 is energized, de-energizes relay 32 caus 
ing armature 55 to break from contact 5'! and 
"make contact with 6‘. Connecting armature 55 
with contact 66 energizes relays 29 and 3|. 
Breaking the circuit between armature 65 and 
contact 61 de-energizes relay 34 whereupon arr 
matures ‘H and Ti fall back extinguishing the A 
street green light 85 and the B street red light 
85 through breaking the circuit between arma 
ture H and contact '13. Armature H making 
contact with 72 lights the yellow light .89. Ar 
mature " breaking from contact ‘18 does not 

' de-venergize relay 26 because current for relay 

25 

28 is supplied through wire I25, armature 59 
and contact 5|, wires l5! and H2, armature l5 
and contact 45 and wire “0. In the meantime 
vehicle has operated one of the ramps on B 
street energizing relay 2'41. Current to keep re 
lay 21 energized after said vehicle has crossed 
the ramp ?ows through armature H,- contact 48‘, 
contact 64, and armature 62. Armature 52 now 
makes contact with contact 53. Armature ‘H 
which made contact with contact 18 when relay 
34 was de-energized thereupon energized relay 
33 through contacts 57, 58, 63, and 62. Two sec 
onds after relay 33 is energized armature 88 

_ breaks from contact 69 thereby de-energizing 
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relays 28 and 3B. Armature 88, through mak 
ing contact with contact 18, now energizes relay 
35 through switch I06 and contacts NH, I08, 53, 
and 52. v Armature 14 now breaks from contact 
15, thus extinguishing the yellow light, and makes 
contact with 16, thereby lighting the B street 
green light“ and the A street red light 8i. 
Armature 86 breaks from contact 82 and makesv 
contact with 8| thereby causing relay 32 to re 
main de-energized despite the closing of con 
tact 55with contact’ 56. Armature 65 therefore 
remains in contact with 66 keeping relay 29 en 
ergized and also relay 3| energized, inasmuch ' 
as this case assumes that a second car does not‘ 
pass over a B street ramp. Hence 10- seconds 
after relay 3! was energized armature 52 breaks 
from contact 63 and contact 84 thereby de-ener 
gizing relay 33. _Armature 88, of relay 33, now 
breaks from contact 10 and makes contact with 
59 thereby energizing relays 28 and 30. Relay 
'35 is now de-energized through the break be 
tween armature 88 and contact 10. Armature ‘I4 
now breaks from contact 15 thereby extinguishing 
the B street green light 83 and the A street 
red light 84. The yellow light 89 is now lighted 
through armature ‘l4 and contact 15. Armature 
20 at the same time breaks from contact 8| 
thereby de-energizing relay 21 inasmuch as ar 
mature 62 is’ not now in contact with 84. Ar 
mature 80 makes contact with contact 82 there 
by energizing 'relay 32 through contacts 55, 58; 
59, and 80. Two seconds after relay 32 is ener 
gized, armature 55 breaks from contact 58, there 
by de-energizing relay 29 and relay 3 I ,and makes 
contact with 51, thereby energizing relay 34 
through switch I05, contacts 88, 88, wires H8 and 
I I1, contacts 50 and 49. Armature 'H now breaks 

' from contact 12 extinguishing the yellow light 
and makes-contact'with ‘I3 again lighting the A 
street green light 85 and the B street red light 
33. Armature TI also breaks from contact 18 
thereby insuring that relay 33 remain de-ener 
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gized even though armature Bl’- be in contact 
with 58 and armature 52 be in contact with 53,. 
Armature Tl now makes-contact with 18 thus 
paralleling armature“ and contact 6|. The 
system has now returned to the condition in 
which it was when the single‘ vehicle actuated 
the ramp in B street. In this description we 
have shown how continuous tra?ic in A street 
would be interrupted for a su?icient period to 
allow a single vehicle from B street to use the 

. intersection, and how right of way would return 
immediately thereafter to A street in which the‘ 
continuous stream of tra?ic had been inter 
rupted. , 

Cass V.—Continuous trai?c in both streets. 
Under these conditions the circuit operates as it 
did in Case IV to transfer the right of way from 
A street to B street. But,‘ continuous tra?ic in 
B street opens the contacts in the B street ramps 
through which the currentenergizing relay 3! 
passes. Armature 52 therefore continues to make 
contact with 53 and 61.1. Relay 38 therefore re 
mains energized until armature 5i breaks from 
contact 58 which will take place 30 seconds after 
relay 29 is energized. _The_energizing of relay 
28 is caused in accordance with the description 
given in Case I. Armature 51 now breaking con 
tact with 58 tie-energizes relay 33. Armature 68 
breaks contact from 10 and makes contact with 
69 thereby de-energizing relay 35>and energiz 
ing time limit relays 28 and 30. Armature“ 
now breaks contact with 16, thereby extinguish 
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ing B street green light 83 and A street red light ‘ 
84, and makes contact with 15 thereby lighting 
the yellow light. Armature 88 now breaks from 
contact 8| which action has no effect on the cir- ' 
cult inasmuch as this connection is also made 
by armature 82 and contact 64. Armature 38 
makes contact with.82 thereby energizing relay 
32. Two seconds after relay 32 is energized, ar 
mature 65 breaks from contact 66 thereby caus 
ing the de-energizing or relays 29 and 3i, there 
by causing armature 5'Ijto make contact with 
58. Armature 65 makes contactwith 5?! thereby 
energizing relay 38 through switch I55, contacts 
99,. 98, 50 and 48. Armature ‘II now breaks 
from contact 12 extinguishing the yellow light 
and makes contact with 13 lighting the A street 
green light 85 and the B street red light 88. Ar 
mature "breaks from contact 19 thereby caus 
ing relay 33 to remain de-energized even though 
armature 57 makes contact with 58 and arma 
ture 52 makes contact with 63. Armature 11 now 
makes contact with 18 and the circuit has re 
turned to the condition in which it was at the 
beginning of this description. 
Comnzorxon H.—The operations described 

above under the headings Cases I, II, III. IV, 
and V, occur when the various switches are in 
the positions shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 2a of the 
drawings. It may be seen from an inspection 
of Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a that if switch I‘ is closed, 
“relay 25 is continuously energized through wires 
|2l and H0, switch. l8, ‘wire I39, the‘ coil 01' 
relay 26, and wires Ill’ and Hi. ‘In Fig. 2 wire 
Ill’ connects with wire “6 through wire Ill 
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65. 
thereby causing the right of way to return to Y 
A street after every yellow period preceded by 
a B street green period or by an A street green 
period if neither B street ramp has been op 
erated since '10 seconds’before B street last lost 
the right of way, thereby insuring that relay 2'! 
is Vde-energized. I 

Connacrron HL-It can readily be seen by in 
spection of Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a of the drawings that 75 
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ii the switches are as shown except that switch 
I1 is closed,v the operation is as described in the 
last paragraph, except that the conditions de 
scribed for A street and B street are inter 
changed. _ 

CONNECTION IV.—It can be seen that with both 
switches I8 and I1 closed, the right of way is 
granted alternately to each street and is held 
by each street.for any period between 10 and 30 
seconds. If no vehicles actuate the ramp in a 
given street during a period of 10 ‘seconds the 
10 second relay functions to yield the right of 
way. If, on the' other hand, when said street 
is given the right of way, vehicles operate either 
ramp in said street at intervals 
seconds, the 10 second ‘relay is repeatedly set 
back to its de-energized condition in which case 
the 30 second relay functions to yield the right 
of way 30 seconds after it is granted. 
CONNECTION V.-_—It can be seen by an inspec 

tion of Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a of the drawings that 
if all the switches are as shown except that 
switch 2| makes contact with 38, then the open 
ing of contacts 59 and 80 does not de-energize 
relay 32 unless relay 21 has been energized by 
a car operating either ramp on B street. As long 
as relay 21 is deenergized relay 32 is connected 
to positive power through wire Ill, armature 55, 
contact 56, wire H3, switch 2|, switch point 38, 
wire I35, contact 54, armature 52, and wires I30 
and HI. Hence the 10 second relay 30 does not 
operate to cause the circuit to take'the right 
of way from A street unless a vehicle has op 
erated one of the ramps on B street, since 10 
seconds before B street last'lost right of way. 
With this connection ‘the yellow signal is dis 
played to both streets in the absence of traf?c. 
Any B street actuation will cause right of way 
to be granted thereto for 10 seconds which period 
is extendable up to thirty second by subsequent B 
street actuations occurring at intervals‘ of less 
than 10 seconds.‘ An A street'actuation will cause 
right of way to be granted thereto for a period’ 
of thirty seconds in the absence of any B street 
actuation. At any time after the ?rst 10 sec 
onds of this A street right of way period a B 
street actuation will immediately cause the yel 
low signal to be displayed after which right of 
way will/be granted to B street except that A. 
street actuations occurring at intervals of- less 
than ten seconds can maintain the A street right 

i of way up to a 30 second limit. 
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CONNECTION VI.-It can also be seen that with 
all switches as shown‘ in Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a of the 
drawings, except that switch 28 makes contact 
with 31, the operation is as described above ex 
cept' that conditions on A street and B street, are 
interchanged. - a ' 

CONNECTION VII.--It can also be seen from an 
inspection of Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a of the drawings 
that with all switches as shown except that 
switch I8 is moved from contact with 24 to 22, 
relay 28 is energized only when relay 21 shall 
have been Operated’ by a vehicle actuating one 
‘of the ramps in 13 street. Therefore in the event 
of continuous tra?lc on A street in which the A 
street ramps are operated at intervals of less than 
10 seconds, A street continuously holds the right 
01. way unless a vehicle on B street has actuated 
a ramp On that street since 10 seconds before 
‘B street last lost right, of way, energizing relay 
2‘! which energizes relay 28 through contacts 52 
and 53. Thirty seconds after relay 28 is ener 
gized, it iunctions to take the right of way from 
A street. The cessation of A street tra?ic will 

of less than 10. whether or not an A street 

7 
cause the right of way to ‘be transferable to B 
street by action of relay 30 before the 30 second 
period or relay 28 has expired. ' 
CONNECTION VIH.—-If the switches are as 

shown in Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a- 015 the drawings, 
except that switch I9 is moved from contact with 
25 to 23 the conditions areas described in the > 
above paragraph except that the conditions on 
A street and B street are interchanged. 
CONNECTION IX.‘--If the switches are as shown 

in Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a of the drawings except that 
switch 18 makes contact with 22 and switch 2| 
makes contact with 38, right of way remains 
with A street, once it is granted, continuously 

ramp is actuated 
until a vehicle on B street has operated a ramp 
on B street since 10 seconds before B street last 
lost right of way. ' » I l 

The operation of relay 21 de-energizes relay 
32 by opening contacts 52 and 54 providing the 
10 second relay 3!) has already operated to open 
contacts 59 and 60. In the event that a vehicle 
has operated the A street ramp within an in; 
terval of 10 seconds, armature 59 will be in con 
tact with 60 thereby supplying current to relay 
32, despite the opening. of‘ contacts 52 and 54. 
Upon the expiration of the 10 second period fol 
lowing the operation of either A street ramp, 
armature 59 breaks from contact 50' thereby-3dr}, 
energizing relay 32, relay 21 being energizeil 
which immediately causes the right of way to be 
taken from A street. If, on lthe other hand, ve~ 
hicles on A street operate thezA street ramps 
at intervals of less- than 10 seconds, thus caus 
ing armature 59 to remain in contact with 88, 
relay 28 operates to open contacts 55 and 58 
therebyde-energizing .relay 32 thirty 
after the energizing of relay 21 by a BV-street 
ramp actuated by a vehicle. _ 

be seen vfrom Fig. 2 
or Fig. 2a. 9f the drawings that if .the»._swiitches‘ 
CONNECTION X.-It may 

are as shown, except that l9 makes contact with 

10 

.30 

seconds _ 

23, and 28 makes contact with 31, the operation ' 
is as described. in the above paragraph except 
that conditions in A street and B street are in 
terchanged. 
CONNECTION XI.-It.can be seen from’ Fig. 2, ' 

or Fig.2a of the drawings that if the switches 
are as shown except that switch I8 is closed and 
switch 18 makes contact with 22, and switch 2| 
makes contact with 38, right of way reverts to 
A street, after each yellow period suqaeeding a 
period during which B street held th .rlght‘ ‘of 
way. A street then holds said right 0 way un-~ 
til the end of the minimum period of 'lo'seconds 
of relay 39 after which right of way is instantly 
yielded in response to B street. actuations if no 
A street actuation» has occurred during the pre 
ceding 10 seconds, or right of way is yielded by 
the operation of relay 28, thirty seconds after 
relay 28 is energized, if continuous traf?c on A 
street prevents the 
ing the said right of way. Relay 28 is' energized 
through contacts 52 
made when'relay 21 is energized. 
CONNECTION XlL-It may be seen from inspec-r 

tion of Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a of the drawings that if 
all switches are as shown except that switch I1 
is closed, ‘switch 19 makes contact with 23, and 
switch 20 makes contact with 31, the conditions 
are as outlined in the above ‘paragraph except 
that the‘ conditions indicated for‘ A street and 
B street are interchanged. _ ‘ _ 

CONNac-rroN XIII-It may be seen fom'inspec 
tion of Fig. 2 or Fig. 2a oi the drawings that 

10 second relay from yield-' 

55 

and 53 which contact is ‘ 
65 
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with the switches as shown except that switch 
16 is closed and switch 2! makes contact with 38 . 
right of way is given to A street after each yellow 
period before which B street had right of way 
or succeeding a period during which A street held 
the-right of way, unless a vehicle has actuated 
a B street ramp since 10 seconds before B street 
last lost right of way. It can be seen'thatunder 

, these conditions if no vehicles operate either of 
the B street ramps during an-extended period, 
right of way is held by Astreet continuously ex 
cept that every 30 seconds a yellow period of 4 
seconds is introduced during which time the A 
street green and the B street red lights are ex 

" tinguished. Immediately following this period, 
right of way returns to A street. This yellow 
period is inserted to permit pedestrians to cross 
A street. With the switches as described in this 
case, if a vehicle operates a B street ramp, there 
by energizing relay 21, right of way is given to 
B street immediately after an intervening yellow 

'period providing no vehicle has operated either 
of the A street ramps during the preceding 10 
seconds and provided that the A street minimum 
period of 10 seconds has expired. “If, on the other 
hand, a vehicle has. operated either of the A 
street ramps during the 10 second period imme 
diately preceding the operation of the B street 
ramps, relay 32 is energized through contacts 59 
and '60 despite the fact that the circuit is open 
between contact 52 and 54. Armature 59 is in' 
contact with 60 because under the above condi 
tions ‘relay 30'has not been energized continu 
ously for 10 seconds. In the event that ve 
hicles operate the A street ramps at intervals of 
less than 10 seconds relay 28 functions 30 seconds 
after right of way is given to A street to yield 
said right of way by de-energizing relay 32 
through breaking the circuit between 55 and 5B. 
In this part of. the discussion, I have not traced 

, the action beyond relay 32, since the operation 
‘subsequent to the de-energizing of relay 32 is al 
ways the same up to the point at which relay 34 
turns off the A street green and the B street 
red and turns on the yellow light, these being 
accomplished respectively by breaking of arma 
ture ‘H from contact 13 and making of contact 
between ‘H and 72. This action takes place upon 
the de-energizing of relay '34 which is accom 
plished through armature 65 breaking from con 
tact 61 when relay 32 is de-energized. , 
CONNECTION XIV.-It may be seen by reference 

to Fig. 2 or Fig.2a of the drawings that if the 
switches are in the position shown except that 
switch I"! is closed and switch 20 makes contact 
with 37, the operation is as described in the 
preceding paragraph, except that‘ the condi 
tions on A street and B street are interchanged. 
CONNECTION XV.—"I'he circuit is so arranged 

that if it is desired to disconnect the tra?ic actu 
ated means for any reason, this can be accom 
plished by throwing switch I01’- so that it makes 
contact with 4!, 42, and 42', breaking contact 
from III, II, and I2, and throwing switch I08 so 

' that it makes contact with 43, 43', and 44 break 
ing contact with l3, I4, and I5. Under these 
conditions relays 25 and 21 are continuously 
energized through 4| and 42, 43 and. 44, and the 
coils of relays 30 and 3! are disconnected from 
contacts l2 and I 3 respectively, thereby causing 

, said relays to be continuously deéenergized. An 
inspection‘ of Fig. 2 of the drawings shows that 
independent of the position of switches of i5, ll, 
I8, 19, 20, and 2|, the system operates to ‘give 
right of way alternately to. each street for 30 

' peats. 

seconds, introducing a 2 second yellow period 
at each transfer. In this case, the action is as 
follows: Assume that the relays are as shown in 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 2a and that switch I01 is thrown 
to this. new position before I08 is thrown to its 
new position. Hence relay 26 being the ?rst to 
be energized, gives right of way to A street 
in the following manner: Armature 48 breaks 
from 5! and makes contact with 50'thus con 
necting to the power supply one terminal of the 
coil of relay 34 through wire H8‘, armature 88, 
contact 99, and switch I05. The other coil ter 
vminaI of relay 34 is connected to the other side 
of the power supply through armature 65 and 
contact 61 of relay 32. Relay 34 now being 
energized, armature ll now breaks from contact 
12 thereby extinguishing the yellow light and 
makes contact with 13 thereby lighting the A 
street green light 85 and the B street red light 85. 
Armature ‘I1 breaks from contact 19, thereby 
causing relay 33 to be de-energized. Armature 
68 breaks from contact ‘I0, thereby preventing 
any current from energizing relay 35, and makes 
contact with 69 thereby energizing the coil 0! 
relay 28. Thirty seconds after the coil of relay 
28' is energized, armature 55 breaks from contact 
56, thereby de-energizing relay, 32, whereupon 

‘ armature 65 breaks from contact 61 and makes 
contact with 66 thereby de-energizing relay 34 
and energizing relay 29. When relay 34 is de 
energized, armature ‘H breaks from contact 13, 
thereby extinguishing the A street green light 
and the B street red light, and makes contact 
with 12, thereby lighting the yellow light. Arma 
ture 11 makes contact with 19, thereby energizing 
relay 33. Two seconds after relay 33 is ener 
gized, armature 88 breaks from contact 68, there 
.by de-energizing relay 28. and causing armature 
55 to make contact with 56. Armature 68 makes 
contact with 10 thereby energizing relay 35 
through contacts 53 and 52. 'I'hereupon, arma 
ture ‘I4 breaks from contact 15 extinguishing 
the yellow light and makes contact with 18, 
thereby lighting the B street green and the A 
street red lights. Armature 88 breaks from con 
tact 82 causingrelay 32 to remain de-energized 
despite the closing of contacts 55 and 55. Thirty 
seconds after'relay 29 is energized,.armature 51 
breaks from contact 58, thereby de-energizing 
relay 33, whereupon armature 68 breaks from 
contact 10, thereby de-energizing relay 35 and 
makes contact with 89, ‘thereby energizing relay 
'28. Relay 35 now being (vie-energized, armature. 
‘l4 breaks from contact ‘[8, extinguishing the B 
street green and the A'street red light and makes 
contact with 15, thereby lighting’ the yellow light. 
Armature 80 makes contact with 82, thereby en 
ergizing relay 32. Two seconds after relay 32 is 
energized, armature 55 breaks from contact 88, 
de-energizing relay 29_and makes contact with 61, 
energizing relay 34. Relay 34 now turns on the A 
street greenv and theB street red lights and ex 
tinguishes the yellow light. v'I'his cycle now re 

CONNECTION XVL-If it is desired to disconnect 
the tra?ic actuated means in A street and leave 
connected the tra?ic actuated means in B street, 
this may be accomplished by leaving the switches 
as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 2a of the drawings, 
except that switch Ill'lv is operated to the position ' 
making contact with 4|, 42, and 42’.v Under this 
condition, right of way will remain on A street ‘ 
for a period of 30 seconds regardless of actuation 
of an A street ramp, and remains on B street for 
a period dependent upon the actuation of the B‘ 
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street ramps, varying from 10 to 30 seconds. 
Right of way "is given to B street following a yel 
low period only if a 3 street ramp has been actu- ' 

, ated since 10 seconds before B street last lostv 
absence of B street actua 

tions a yellow signal period alternates with an A 
street right of way period, with the yellow period 
inserted for\4 seconds every 30 seconds. 

right of way. In the 

CONNECTION XVII.—Likewise switch I08 may, 
be operated to its other position instead of switch 
I01, thus producing the effect described in Con 
nection XVI except that the condition on A street 
and B street are interchanged. _ 
The circuit is so arranged that manual control 

may be used. This is accomplished as follows 
' through the use .of switches I05 and I06. To show 
a yellow light in both streets, switches I05 and I06 
are operated to such a positionthat the blades 
make no contact. Thereupon, relays 34 and 35 
are de-energized and the yellow light is lighted 
through contacts ‘II, 12, ‘I4, and 15. To light the 
A street green and the B street red lights, the 
blades of switch I05 are thrown to the left con 
tacts thereby energizing relay 34 through wires 
I66 and I61, extinguishing the yellow light by in 
terrupting its circuit between ‘H and ‘I2, and 
lighting the A street green and the B street red 
through the contacts made between armature 1| 
and contact 13. To light the B street green and 
the A street red lights, the blades of switch I06 
are thrown to the right contacts, thereby energiz 
ing relay- 35 through wires I64 and I65. Arma 
ture 14 breaking from contact 15 opens the yellow 
light circuit, and armature 14 making contact 
with ‘I6 lights the B street green and the A street 
redlights. 
The circuit is so arranged that the yellow light 

can be turned on and all other signal lights ex-' 
tinguished either by closing switch I02 shown in 
Fig. 2, and Fig. 2a or by applying power to the 
two wires marked “To ?re headquarters”. This 
feature is introduced to provide for emergency 
control either at the control panel at the inter 
section, or from a distant point. , Either of the 
last two described operations energize relay 36, 
thereby breaking contact between I00 and IN 
and 98 and 99', thus deenergizing relays 34 and‘ 
35, causing armature 'II to make contact with 12 
and armature 14 to make contact with ‘I5, there 
by lighting the yellow light and preventing any 
other signals from being lighted except by man-' 
ual operation as previously described. Closing 
switch I02 energizes relay 36 through wire I2I, 
switch I02, wire Ill and I69, the coil of relay 36, 
wire I68 and I10, switch I02 and wire H6. 
The circuit is so arranged that if the right of 

way is yielded by one street due to the operation 
of ‘the 30 second relay and not due to the opera 
tion of the 10 second relay, then the relay which 
is energized by the ramps in the street which is 
just losing right of way, that is, relay 26 for A 
street or relay 21 for B street is not de-energized 
as it is when the right of way is yielded by the 
operation of the 10. second relay, but remains en 
ergized thus providing that the right of way re 
turn to this street immediately‘ after a yellow 
period following the 
This arrangement is made because when the 

right of way is yielded by the operation of the 30 
second relay, a vehicle which has operated a ramp 

' on the street which is losing right ‘of way has not ‘ 
had a full 10 second period in which to cover the 
‘distance between the ramp and thejintersection 
and to traverse the intersection. Thus it may 
be stopped between the ramp and the intersection 

yielding by the other street; 

9 

by the red light. This circuit provides that the 
right of way return at the earliest permissible 
moment to this car without the necessity of fur 

' ther operation of a ramp in its street. 
This effect is accomplished for A, street as fol 

lows: The operation of 30 second relay 28 to re 
lease relay 32 does not de-energize relay 26 inas 
much as current is supplied through contacts 59 
and 6 I . If, however, the right of way is yielded by 
10 second relay 30, contact is broken between 59 
and 6| thus de-energizing relay 26 when relay 34 
is deenergized. 

10 

Where, in this description, 9. change of switch - 
positions is indicated to produce a change in the 
e?ect on the signal means of actuation of an A 

' street tra?ic actuated means, and another change 
of switch positions is further indicated to pro 
duce the same change in the effect on the signal 
means of actuation of a B street tra?ic actuated 
means, it is obvious that both changes in switch 
positions could be made simultaneously, thus ,pro 
ducing the aforesaid change in effect on the sig 
nal means by traffic actuated means in ‘both or 
either streets. , ' 

The term “‘tra?ic actuated means” or the like is 
used in this speci?cation and in the appended 
claims in the sense of tra?'lc actuatable means or 
means adapted to be actuated by successive ve 
hicles repeatedly. ‘ , v 

_ Whereas, I have described a single street traf 
fic control system embodying my invention, it is 
obvious that other arrangements embodying my 
invention may be constructed, and I do not wish 
to limit myself to the particular embodiment de 
scribed herein. I aim in the appended claims to 
cover all modi?cations which are within the scope 
of my invention. 
What I claim as new and desire to. secure by 

Letters ‘Patent is: h I 
1. In a highway trafiicslgnal system for inter 

secting lanes, right of way signals for the re 
spective lanes, traffic agtuated means in each 
lane, a'timing device to regulating the periods 
of operation of the signals, in accordance with 
tra?ic demand among the intersecting lanes as 
revealed by the‘ traf?c actuated means, includ 
ing means for maintaining periodic operation of 
the signals alternately in absence of actuation 
of the traflic actuated means. 
' 2. In an automatic tra?ic signal system for 
intersecting traf?c lanes in combination, a pm‘ 
rality of signals at the intersection, electric con 
trol means for periodically operating the signals 
including a plurality of interlocking relays con 
nected in circuit for selectively operating the sig 
nals at predetermined intervals in absence of 
traf?c and traf?c actuatable means for complet 
ing the circuits to certain of the relays whereby 
the period of operatio'n'of the signals may be 
changed by the passage of traffic in either of the 
lanes. 

3. A signal system for intersecting traflic lanes 
comprising means for indicating right of way 
signals for .the respective lanes, means actuated 
by traffic in the respective lanes to operate the 
signal indicating means, means connected with 
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the signal indicating means and the traffic actu- - 
ated means, including interconnecting means for 
controlling the period of time which may elapse 
between the actuation, of.the tra?ic actuated 
means’ on one lane and the operation of the 
signal by the traf?c actuated means of another 
lane, means for controlling the period of > time 
which may elapse between the actuation of the 
tra?ic actuated means by a vehicle or vehicles 
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on said other lane and the operation-of the 
signal so as to interrupt a.‘ continuous tra?ic 
stream on said one lane and means for operat 
ing the signal means in absence of actuation of 

5 the tra?'ic actuated means in a periodic time se 
quence and traiiic lane sequence. 

4. A system of tra?‘ic control for use at the 
intersection of tra?ic lanes, comprising a. traffic 
actuated means in each lane, signal means in 

10 cluding a caution signal and “stop” and “go” 
right of way signals for the respective lanes, 
and a control mechanism interposed between said 
trailic actuated means and said signal means for 
causing a caution signal to show in all lanes 

' 15 when no trafiic is immediately approaching the 
intersection, said control mechanism including 
means for causing a “go” signal to indicate right 
of way to that one of the intersecting lanes upon 
which traffic shall ?rst approach said intersec~ 

20 tion and to cause said “go” signal to remain 
with this lane for a predetermined period after 
each vehicle thereon shall approach the inter 
section within a predetermined limiting period, 
means for causing the “go” signal to be with 

25 drawn from said lane when no vehicle approaches 
during one of the ?rst mentioned predetermined 

‘periods, means for maintaining the “go” sig 
nal when vehicles continue to approach at inter 
vals of shorter time than said first mentioned 

30 predetermined period and withdraw right of way 
‘ from said lane at the expiration of the second 

mentioned predetermined period, means for 
granting right of way immediately or after.‘ 
a caution period to that traffic lane upon 

_35 which a vehicle approached said intersection 
subsequent to the approach of the vehicle which 
caused rightof way to be granted to the lane 
from which it was last withdrawn. 

5. In a traf?c signal system, the combination 
40 with stop and go signals at a highway inter-' 

section, of kmeans including an instantaneous 
relay for each highway and operated by a ve 
hicle' on its highway, an instantaneous ‘signal 
relay for each highway, each connected to con 

45 trol a stop and go signal to accord right of way 
to its associated highway only, a delayed action 

- relay for each highway connected with the in 
stantaneous relays of that highway to time such 
accord of right of way, and means including an 

- 50 operating circuit for each signal relay interrupted 
by operation of the other signal relay and also 
interrupted by operation of its'connected delayed 
action relay at the end of the time period of the 
latter to prevent the simultaneous operation of 

55 both instantaneous signal relays to operate stop 
and go signals. _ 

6. In a trai?c signal system, the combination 
with stop, go and 'caution signals at a highway 
intersection of means including an instantaneous 

6o relay for each highway connected to be energized 
‘by a vehicle onits highway, an instantaneous 
signal relay for each highway, each connected 
to control a stop and g0 signal to accord right 

. bf way_to'its associated highway only, adelayed 
65 action relay for each highway connected with 

the instantaneous relays of that highway to op 
erate the signal relay responsive to operation 
fof the tra?ic actuated relay to maintain right of 
,way accorded only to that highway for a pre 

70 {determined time period and to release said sig 
inal relay at the end-of said time period, and 
imeans for actuating the caution signal when 
Pneither signal relay is so operated. . - 

7. In a highway tra?'ic signal system for inter 
75 secting streets comprising a plurality of signal 
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lights for the respective streets, a timing mech 
anism having a predetermined period of opera 
tion for normally operating said signals in a 
predetermined sequence in absence of trai?c, said 
timing mechanism including means for main-' 5 
taining a desired signal on one street for a pre 
determined period, means actuated by tra?ic in 
,an intersecting street for interrupting the pre 
determined period and for causing the desired 
signal to be given to said intersecting street and 10‘ 
timing means for reestablishing the signal on 
the ?rst street after a predetermined interval. 

8. In a highway intersection tra?ic signal sys 
tem comprising a plurality of right of way signal 
lights for the respective intersecting highways, 15 
a mechanism having a predetermined time rate 
of operation for normally operating the signal 
lights in sequence and controlling the duration 
of the periods of operation of the signal lights 
in the absence of traffic, said mechanism in- 20 
cluding means for changing the normal dura 
tion of the period of operation of the signal 
lights in response to traiiic approaching the 
intersection. 

9. In a highway signal system for intersecting 25 
streets having a signal means for each street 
for indicating right of way, means for receiving 
traf?c presence indications from each street, 
including means ‘for retaining the effect of such 
indications, and means for retaining the e?ect 30 
of the ?rst such tra?‘ic indication until the signal 
means has indicated the right of way signal to 
that street for a continuous predetermined pe 
riod after the last received tra?ic presence indi 
cation from that street, and a timing mecha- 35 
nism to time the continuous predetermined pe- , 
riod through which the signal means indicates 
the right of way signal after the last received 
tra?ic presence impulse, said timing mechanism 
having an operating circuit and adapted to be ‘0 
energized to time its period by completion of 
said operating circuit and 'to reset to restart its 
timing responsive to interruption of ‘said oper 
ating circuit, and a control switch in said op 
erating circuit and opened by each operation of 45 
said tra?ic indicating means to interrupt said 
operating circuit responsive to each tra?lc pres 

_ ence indication. 

10.- In a,highway signal system for intersect 
ing streetshaving a signal means-for each street 60 
for indicating right of way; means for receiving 

. tra?ic presence indications from each street, in 
cluding means for retaining the e?ect of such 
indications, and means for retaining the e?ect 
of the ?rst such' tra?ic indication until the sig- I‘ 
nal means has indicated the right of way signal 
to that street for a continuous predetermined 
period after the last received tra?lc presence 
indication from that street, a timing mechanism 
to time the continuous predetermined period so" 
through which the signal means indicates the - 
right 01' way signal'ai'ter the last received traf 
?c presence impulse, said timing mechanism 
having an operating circuit and adapted to be 
energized to time its period by completion of 65‘ 
said operating circuit and to reset to restart its 
‘timing responsive to interruption ‘of said oper 
ating circuit, and a control switch in said oper 
ating circuit and opened by each operation of 
said trailic indicating means to interrupt said 70 
operating circuit responsive to each tra?ic pres 
ence indication, and a second timing mechanism 

- to control the maximum length of the time pe 
riod which one street may be given the right of 
way indication by the signal means before the 75 
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right of way indication is given to the other 
street. ' ~ ‘ 

11. In an automatic traffic signal system for 
in combination, a plu 

rality of signals at the intersection, electric con 
trol means for periodically operating the signals 
including a plurality of interlocking relays con 
nected in circuit for- selectively operating the 
signals at predetermined intervals, and tra?ic 
actuated means for completing the circuits to 
certain of the relays whereby the period of op 
eration of the signals in both streets may ‘be 
changed by the passage of tra?ic in either of the 
lanes. 

12. In an automatic 
intersecting tra?ic lanes, in combination, a plu 
rality of signals at the intersection, electric con 
trol means for periodically operating the signals 
including a plurality of interlocking relays con 
nected in circuit for selectively operating the 
signals at predetermined intervals in absence of 
tra?ic, and traffic actuated means for complet 
ing the circuits to certain‘ of the relays, whereby 
continuous tra?ic in one lane shall be interrupt 
ed to permit passage of a vehicle in an intersect 
ing lane within a predetermined time after the 
arrival of such vehicle, but only for a predeter 

' mined period to permit passage of said vehicle. 
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13. In a vehicle actuated highway tra?ic sig 
nal system comprising a plurality of signal lights 
for intersecting highways, a mechanism having 

‘ a predetermined period of operation for normal-v 
lights in sequence and ly operating said signal 
duration of the periods ?xing the sequence and 

'- of operation of the signal lights in absence of 
tra?ic, said mechanism including means for 
changing the duration of the period and the se 
quence of operation of the signal lights in re 
sponse to tra?ic approaching in at least one 
highway. _ ' 

14. In a highway tra?'ic signal system com? 
prising a plurality of signal lights for intersect 
ing highways, a_ mechanism having a predeter 
mined period of operation for normally opere 
ating said'signal lights and ?xing the sequence 
and duration of the period of operation of the 
signal lights in absence of tra?ic, said mecha 
nism including means for changing the dura 
tion of the period and the sequence of opera 
tion of the signal lights in response to tra?ic ap 
proaching in at least one highway, and means 
for preventing ‘right of way signals being given 
to tra?ic simultaneously from two or more lanes. 

15. A tra?ic signaling apparatus for two in 
terfering tra?ic lanes and having, in combina 
tion, right of way indicating means for the re 
spective lanes, trailic actuated controllers, one 
in each of said lanes, a timing mechanism for 
limiting right of way indication in either vl’ane 
between an original, predetermined, minimum 
interval and a predetermined,"maximum inter-. 
val of time by actuation of the ,controller for 
such lane and at the end of such interval to ter 
minate such right of way indication and assume 
a neutral signal condition with right of way in 
dications in neither lane in absence of further 
actuation therein, and means to transfer right 
of way indication between said lanes, said trans- ’ 
fer of right of way being dependent upon actu 
ation of a controller. in either lane before the 
end of any minimum interval indication or of 
any continuously prolonged minimum interval. 
indication of right of way, less than the maxi 
mum, begun in the other lane by the other 
controller. ~ ' . 

tra?ic signal system for _ 
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'16. In a. traffic signalling system for interfer 
ing tra?lc lanes, having means for displaying 
right of way signal indications, signal timer 
means for normally cyclically displaying said 
right of way indications successively to the sev 
eral tra?ic lanes, a vehicle responsive device on 
one of said lanes, and 
erable by response of said device to a vehicle on~ 
said one lane, to render said timer ineffective 
to normally display said indications, and to give 
the right of way indication to the said one lane. 

1'7. In a tra?ic system for interfering lanes, a 
right of way indicating means displaying said 
indication to each of said lanes for predeter 
mined times for the control of tra?ic, a vehicle 
actuated device in one of said lanes, and means 
operable upon actuation of said device when the 
said lane has the right of way for cooperating 
with the ?rst named means to extend the? time 
of display of said indication to the said one 
lane beyond the time predetermined by the ?rst 
named means. 

18. In a traf?c system for intersecting streets, 
a right of way indication, means vdisplaying said 
indication to each of said streets for predeter 
mined times for the control of tra?ic, a'vehicle 
actuated device in each street, and means oper 
able upon an actuation of the device in the street 
having the right of way for cooperating with the 
?rst named means to extend the time of dis 
play of said indication beyond the time deter 
mined by the ?rst named means. 

19. In a traffic system for intersecting streets, 
2. right of way indication, means displaying said 
indication to each of said streets for predeter 
mined times ior the control of traf?c, a vehicle 
actuated device in each street and means 0p 
erable upon an actuation of the device in the 
street having the right of 
with the ?rst named means to extend the time 
of display of said indication beyond the time 
determined by the first named means, and means 
to further extend the time of display of said right 
of way indication upon subsequent actuations of 
the said device in the street having the right of 
way‘ occurring within - predetermined intervals 
of each other. ‘I ' 

20. A device as in the preceding claim fur 
ther provided with means for limiting such ex 
tended time of display of the right of way to ‘the 
said street to a predetermined maximum time. 

, 21. A right of way indicating device for inter 
secting main and cross thoroughfares, controller 
means for normally periodically shifting the 
right of way indication from one thoroughfare 
to the other, means to arrest the operation of the 
controller so as to maintain the right of way in‘ 
dication on they main thoroughfare,‘and meansv 
including a vehicle operated device on the main 
thoroughfare to operate the controller arrest 
ing means to maintain the right of way indica 
tion on the main thoroughfare, and means oper 
able within a predetermined time after the said 
arresting means has functioned to re-establish 
the periodic control of the indication by- the 
said controller. » - ‘ . 

22. In a traffic signal system arranged at the 
intersection of a main highway and across road 
for regulating tra?ic, sa‘idsystem comprising a 
plurality of signal circuits, one circuit includ 
ing a signal to indicate “stop” and another to 
indicate “go,” a time control selective switch 
means normally associated withsaid circuits for 
alternately opening andclosing same cyclically, 
vehicular actuated means for rendering the said 

super control means op¢ ' 
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time control selective switch means temporarily 
inactive and to retain said “go” signal for the 
main highway, and a second time control switch 
means operable within a predetermined time 
after said selective switch has been rendered in 
active to destroy the e?icacy of the said vehicle 
actuated means to retain the "go". signal for 
one complete cycle. ‘ ‘ 

23. In a tra-?lc signaling system arranged at 
the intersection of a' main highway and a cross 
road for regulating tra?lc, the system compris 
ing-a plurality of signal circuits, said circuits 
including a “stop” signal for each of said high 
ways and a “go” signal for each of said high 
ways, a time control selective switch means nor; 
mally connected ‘to the ‘said circuits for alter 
nately opening and closing same cyclically, ve 
hicular actuated means for rendering the said 
time controlled selective switch means tem 
porarily inactive and to retain the said “go” 
signal for the main highway, and a second time 
control means, ineifective during the display of 
the “stop” signal to the main highway and op 
erable to destroy the e?icacy of the said vehicu 
lar actuated means to retain the "go” signal for 
one complete cycle within a predetermined time 
after the said main highway “go” signal is re 
tained energized through the arresting of the 
said selective switch means after the extinction 
of the display of the said last “sto " signal. 

24. In a signal system for intersecting traf?c 
lanes the combination of right of way signals for 
the respective lanes, tra?lc actuatable means in 
each of the lanes, electro-magnetic means for op 
crating the respective signals, electro-magnetic 
control means operated by actuation of the re 
spective traf?c actuatable means and an electric 
time controlled mechanism conmwted in circuit 
between the electro-magnetic signal operating 
means and the electro-magnetic control means 
of each lane to operate the ‘right of way signals 
alternately in a .predetermined time sequence 
in absence of actuation of said electro-magnetic 
control means and including means to interrupt 
the predetermined time sequence for a predeter 
mined time interval in either lane responsive to 
actuation of the electro-magnetic control means 
for the latter lane. - 

25. In a tra?ic signal system for [intersecting 
highways, “stop” and “go” signals for each of the 
respective highways‘, means including an instan 
taneous relay for each highway operated by pas 
sage of a vehicle on its highway, an instantane 
ous signal relay for each highway to operate a 
“stop” and “go” signal to accord right of way to 
its associated highway only, and a plurality of 
delayed action relays for each highway connect 
ing the instantaneous relays of that highway to 
control the time of such operation of the -“stop” 
and “go” signals by the signal relay responsive 
to actuation of the tra?ic operated relay and 
means controlled by said delayed action relays 

. for interlocking the instantaneous signal relays 
so as to prevent the operation of more than one 
signal relayat the same time. ' ' 

26. In a traffic signal system for intersecting 
lanes, a plurality of right of way signal means 
for the respective lanes, time controlled means 
for operating the signal means normally in se- 
quence at periodic intervals, means responsive to 
a. vehicle one one of the lanes for changing the 
period of operation of one of said signal means 
by said time controlled means, and means form-. 
ing a partot said time controlled means for pre 

lanes, a plurality of “go” 

' controllers in accordance with 
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venting operation of right of way signals simul 
taneously in more than one lane. . 

27. In a. tra?‘lc signal system for intersecting 
signal means for the 

respective lanes, tra?ic actuated means for the 
respective lanes, timing mechanism connected 
with the tramc actuated means and the signal 
means to operate the signal means in one lane 
for a predetermined period, said timing mecha 
nism including means for interrupting the ?rst 

_ signal and operating the signal of an intersect 
ing lane at the end of said period for another pre 
determined period in absence of traffic on said 
intersecting lane and means for restoring the 
“go” signal to the ?rst lane at the end'of said 
second period in the absence of tramc thereon, 
and means responsive to actuation of said trai 
?c actuated means in said intersecting lane to 
prolong said second period. ' - 

28. In a. vehicle actuated highway intersection 
tra?ic signal system comprising a plurality of 
right of way signal means and a caution signal, 
tra?lc actuatable means in the respective high 
ways, timing mechanism having a'predetermined 
time rate of operation for normally operating al 
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ternately in a time sequence the right of way‘ 
signal ‘for one highway and the caution signal 
in absence of tra?ic actuation, said mechanism 
including means for changing the normal se 
quence of operation of the signals to include op- 
eration of a right of way signal for the other 
highway for a. time period responsive to actua 
tion of said tra?ic actuatable means on said other 
highway and to‘ restore the normal sequence at 
the end of said time period, and means for pre 
venting operation of right of way signals on 
more than one highway simultaneously. 

29. In a vehicle actuated highway tra?lc sig 
nal system comprising a plurality of right of 
way signal lights for intersecting highways, tim 
ing mechanism having a predetermined time 
rate of operation for normally operating saidv 
lights in sequence and controlling the duration 
of the periods of operation of the lights in ab 
sence {of tra?ic, vehicle actuatable means in at 
least on‘ highway, said mechanism including 
means, for increasing the normal duraton of the 
period of ‘operation of the signal light on said 
one highway in response to vehicle actuation 
thereon. . - v 

30. In- a tra?ic signaling apparatus for two in 
terfering tra?lc lanes having right of way indi 
cating'means for the respective lanes, tra?ic 
actuatable controllers in the respective lanes, 
and time controlled mechanism for operating 
the indicating means in the respective lanes al 
ternately for variable time periods in response to 
actuation of the respective controllers in accord 
ance with- tra?ic demand; said mechanism in 
cluding timing-devices individual to the respec 
tive lanes to limit operation of the right of way 
indication in each lane between an original pre 

. determined minimum time interval and a great 
er predetermined max‘ um time interval by 
actuation of the controller for such lane. 

31». In a tra?ic signaling apparatus for two 
interfering tra?lc lanes having right of way sig 
nals for the respective lanes, traffic actuatable 
controllers in the respective lanes, and time con 
trolled mechanism for operating the signals in 
the respective lanes alternately for variable time 
periods in response to actuation of the respective 

tra?ic demand, 
said mechanism including switching mechanism 
‘having alternate switch positions for energiz 
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ing the respective right of way signals, two tim 
ing devices individual toeach lane one having 
a relatively short predetermined minimum time 
period and the other ‘having a considerably longer 
predetermined maximum time period, and con 
nections between said switching mechanism and 
said timing devices to energize both said two 
devices of either one lane for timing in the switch 
position energizing the right of way signal for 
said one lane, and means including connections‘ 

timing devices to control . actuated by said two 
said switch mechanism to hold the latter in the 
last mentioned position during the time periods 
of the respective two timing devices and at the 

of the latter devices 
mechanism from said last 
transfer to the other po 

tirning device hav 

to release the switch 
mentioned position for 
sition, each said minimumw 
ing a connection with the tra?ic actuated 0011- > 
troller of its associated lane and being adapted 
to reset its timing period responsive to actua 
tion of such controller. - 

- 32. In a tra?ic signaling apparatus for two 
interfering lanes having a caution signal and 
right of way signals for the respective lanes, traf 
?c actuatable controllers-for the respective lanes, 
and time controlled mechanism for operating 

- the right of way signals in the respective lanes 
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alternately for variable time periods in response 
to actuation of the respective controllers in ac 
cordance with tra?ic demand, and operating the 
caution signal for a brief period intervening the 
alternate right of way signal periods, said mech 
anism including timing devices individual to the 
respective lanes to control operation of the right 
of way signal in. each lane individually so as to 
limit such operation between an original pre 
determined minimum time interval and a greater 
maximum time interval by actuation of the con 
troller for such lane, and additional timing de 
vices ‘for the respective lanes connected to be 
operated by the respective ?rst named timing 
devices at the end of timing interval of the lat 
ter- onone lane to operate said caution signal 
for a brief time interval and at the end of the 
last named time interval to initiate such control 
of the right of way signal by the timing devices . 
for the other lane. , _ 

33. In a tra?ic signaling apparatus for two 
interfering tra?ic lanes having right of way sig 
nals for the respective lanes, tra?ic actuatable 
controllers in the respective lanes, and time con 
trolled mechanism for operating the signals in 
the respective lanes alternately for variable time 
periods in response to actuation of the respective 
controllers in accordance‘ with tra?ic demand, 
said mechanism including switching mechanism 
having alternate switch positions for energizing 
the respective right of way signals, two timing 
devices individual to each lane onehaving a rela 
tively short predetermined minimum time period 
and the other having a considerably longer pre 
determined maximum time period, and connec 
tions between said switching mechanism and said 
minimum timing devices to energize said mini 
mum device of either one lane for timing in the 
switch position energizing the right of way signal 
for said one lane, and 
switching mechanism and said maximum timing 
devices and including switch means operated by 
the respective controllers to energize the maxi 
mum timing device of either one lane responsive 
to tra?ic actuation on the other lane in the right 
of way switch position of said one lane, ‘and 
means including connections actuated by said 

75 two timing devices to control said switch mecha 

' sive to actuations of 

connections between. said \ 
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nism to hold the 
‘position during the time periods of the respective 
two timing devices and at the end of the period 
of either of the latter devices to release the switch 
mechanism from said last mentioned position 
for transfer to the other position in response to 
actuation of the controller for the other lane, 
each said ‘minimum timing device having a con 
vnection with the tramc actuated controller of its 
associated lane and being adapted to reset its 
timing period responsive to actuation of such 
controller. 

34. In a tra?lc-signaling system, the combina 
tion of signals operable to indicate the right of 
way to several intersecting streets successively 
and for simultaneously indicating stop to the 
others, signal switch mechanism operable to sev 
eral positions to energize the necessary signal 
combinations in ‘each of its ‘several positions 
granting the right of way to said intersecting 
streets respectively, said mechanism including 
switches operated for so energizing the several 
signals in the respective right of way positions 
and an interlocking connecting between said’ 
switches to prevent concurrent operation of the 
switches for the respective right of way signals, 
vehicle-actuated 
and timing switches for the respective streets 
and operable respectively responsive to actuations 
of said vehicle-actuated devices in the intersect 
ing streets to control the positioning of said 
signal switch mechanism and for maintaining 
said signal switch mechanism in a selected posi 
tion granting right of way for a minimum time 
period responsive to a single actuation of a ve 
hicle-actuated device.‘ > 

35. In a tra?ic signalling system, the combina 
tion of signals operable to indicate, the right of 
way to several intersecting streets successively 
and for simultaneously indicating stop to the 
others of said streets, signal switch mechanism 

' operable to several positions to energize the nec 
essary signal combinations in each of its several 
positions granting theright of way to said inter 
secting streets respectively, said mechanism in 
cluding switches operated for so energizing the 
several signals in the respective right of way 
positions and an interlocking connection be 
tween said switches to prevent concurrent op 
eration of the switches for the respective right 
vof way si'gnals, vehicle-actuated devices in each 
of said streets, and timing switches ‘for the re 
spective streets and operable respectively respon 

said vehicle-actuated de 
vices to operate said signal switch mechanism 
to assume a predetermined position granting right 
of way responsive to an actuation of a vehicle 
actuated device in one of the intersecting streets, 
to hold said signal 
position for a predetermined vminimum time pe 
riod and to hold said signal switch mechanism 
in said position for a predetermined maximum 
time period responsive to successive actuations 
of said vehicle-actuated device, said actuations 
being’ spaced from-each other a time period less 
than said minimum period. 

36. In a trai?cesignaling system the combina 
tion of signals positioned at the intersection'of 
two thoroughfares and operable to alternately 
indicate the right of ‘way to each of said thor 
oughfares respectively while indicating stop to 
the other, vehicle-actuated devices in each of 
said thoroughfares, relays responsive to actua 
tions of said vehicle devices in 
fares respectively and operable to record the pres 

latter in the last ‘mentioned 
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ence of vehicles at the intersection on the thor 
oughfares nothaving the right of way, a timing 
switch for each of said thoroughfares operable 
responsive to the setting of the relay correspond 
ing to the vehicle-actuated device in one thor 
oughfare, and signal switch mechanism oper 
ated responsive to the joint action of said tim 
ing switches to energize said signals to maintain 

, the right of way on one thoroughfare for a pre 
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determined minimum time period by one timing 
switch responsive to a single actuation of a said 
vehicle-actuated device in that thoroughfare and 
to transfer the control of said signals to the 
second of said timing switches at the end of 
this period, said signal switch mechanism in 
cluding switches for so energizing the signals 
to grant right of way to the respective thorough 
fares and an interlocking connection'between 
said switches to prevent concurrent operation of 
the switches for the respective right of way 
signals. - ' 

37. In a traihc signalling system for twov inter 
secting streets, a right of way signal for one of 
the streets, a switch operable for energizing said 
signal, a tra?ic actuated device for said one street, 
and a timing switch for said one street, a sec 
ond right of way signal for the second street, a 
second switch operable for‘ energizing said sec 
-ond signal, a tra?ic'actuated device for said sec 
ond street, and a timing switch for said sec 
ond street, and operating , mechanism for the 
signal switches and having two alternate inter 
locked positions, one for operatingonly the ?rst 
mentioned switch to accord right of way to the 
?rst street and the second position for operating 
only the second switch to accord right of way to 
the second street, and connections between said ' 
mechanism and the two sets of timing switches 
’and traii'ic actuated devices for the two streets 
to control shift of said mechanism from either 
one position to the other to accord right of way 
responsive to actuation of the respective devices 
in the street not having right of way, and to 
_maintain said mechanism for a minimum time 
period by one timing switch in either one posi 
tion to which said mechanism is so shifted in 
response to a single actuation of one tra?ic ac 
tuated device and to release control of said mech 
anism to the other tra?ic actuated device at 
completion of the time period of the, last men 
tioned one timing switch for shift from the last 
mentioned one position of said mechanism to the 
other position responsive to actuation 'of said 
other trai?c actuated device. 

38. In a tra?ic signalling system for two in 
tersecting streets, a right of way signal for one 
of the streets, a switch operable for energizing 
said signal, a tramc actuated device for said 
one street, and a minimum period timing switch 
and a maximum period timing switch for said 
one-street, a second right of way signal for the 
second street, a second switch operable for ener 
gizing said second signal, a tramc actuated de 
vice for said second street, and a minimum pe 
riod timing switch and a maximum period tim 
ing switch for said second street, and operating 
mechanism for the signal switches and having 
two alternate interlocked operating positions, one\ 
for operating only the ?rst mentioned switch to 
accord right of way to the'?rst street and the 
second position for operating only the second‘ 

-- switch to accord right of'way to the second street, 
_ and connections between said mechanism and 
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the two sets of timing switches and tra?ic ac 
tuated devices for the two streets to control 
shift of said mechanism from either one posi 
tion to the other to accord'right of way respon 
sive to actuation of the respective devices in the 
street not having right of way, said connections 
including operating connections for the, tim 
ing switches from said mechanism to operate 
the respective minimum and maximum timing 
switches for timing in the respective right of 
way signalling positions and also including oper 
ating connections for said mechanism from the 

~respective minimum and maximum timing 
switches for one street and from the tra?ic ac 
tuated device for the second street to shift said 
mechanism from said one position to said sec 
ond position responsive to trailic actuation of 
the second traffic actuated device and to com 
pletion of timing by either one of said one mini 
mum and said one maximum timing switches, 
an operating connection for said mechanism from 
the minimum and maximum timing switches for 
the second street and from the traf?c actuated 
for said one street to shift said mechanism from 
said second position to said one position respon 
sive to traffic actuation of said one device and 
to completion of its timing by either one of said 
second minimum and said maximum timing 
switches, and a controlling connection between 
the trai?c actuated device on each street and 
the minimum timing switch for that street to 
interrupt completion of the timing of the mini 
mum timing switch to maintain right of way 
beyond the minimum period and up tothe maxi 
mum period by repeated tra?ic actuations. 

39. A tra?ic control system for use at the in 
tersection of a plurality of trail‘ic lanes, compris 
ing a vehicle-actuated means in each lane placed 
for actuation by vehicles approaching ‘the inter 
section; a caution signal and right of way sig 
nal means for each lane, a controlling means in 
terposed between said vehicle-actuated means and 
said signal means, said controlling means includ 
ing means to operate auright of way signal to 
that lane from which vehicles shall ?rst ap 
proach said intersection, means for maintain 
ing said right of way until a vehicle approaches 
said intersection from another of said intersect 
ing lanes and holding said right of way there 
after for a predetermined period after the ap 
proach of each vehicle on the ?rst lane within 
another predetermined limiting period, means to 
withdraw said right of way upon the expiration 
of one of. the ?rst mentioned predetermined pe 
riods after such approach of a vehicle in said 
other lane when vehicles cease approaching on 
said ?rst lane for an interval greater than said 
?rst mentioned predetermined period, and means 
for withdrawing the right of way at the expira 
tion of the second mentioned predetermined lim 
iting period after such approach of a vehicle on 
said other lane when vehicles constantly ap 
proach said intersection at intervals less than 
the ?rst mentioned predetermined period, and 
means operating upon such withdrawal of right 
of way by either of the right of way withdrawal 
means to grant right of way to said other of said 
intersecting lanes upon which a vehicle so ap 
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proached said intersection after right of way was ' 
granted to the ?rst lane and to provide a period 
of caution signal opera-tion between such with 
drawal and such grant of right of way. 
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